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Abstract We report a study of the structure of (+)-catechin,
which belongs to the family of the flavan-3-ols—one of the
five most widely distributed phenolic groups. The biological
activities and pharmaceutical utility of these compounds are
related to antioxidant activity due to their ability to scavenge
free radicals. A breakthrough in the study of the conforma-
tional space of this compound, so far absent in the literature, is
presented herein. A detailed analysis of the electronic distri-
bution, charge delocalization effects, and stereoelectronic ef-
fects is presented following application of the theory of atoms
in molecules (AIM) and natural bond orbital analysis. The
stability order, and the effects of electron delocalization in the
structures were analyzed in depth. The molecular electrostatic
potential (MEP) was also obtained, assessing changes in the
electronic distribution in aqueous solution, the effects of the
solvent on the intrinsic electronic properties, and molecular
geometry. The effect of the aqueous solvent on MEP was also
quantified, and rationalized by charge delocalization mecha-
nisms, relating them to structural changes and topological
properties of the electronic charge density. To further analyze

the effects of the aqueous solvent, as well as investigating the
molecular and structural properties of these compounds in a
biological environment, the polarizabilities for all conformers
characterized were also calculated. All results were interpreted
on the basis of our accumulated knowledge on (4α→6", 2α→
O→1")-phenylflavans in previous reports, thus enriching and
deepening the analysis of both types of structure.

Keywords (+)-Catechin . Antioxidants . Density functional
theory . Aqueous solvent effect . PCMmodel . Atoms in
molecules . Natural bond orbital analysis . Molecular
polarizability

Introduction

Structures known as flavonoids comprise a wide range of
phytocompounds occurring in fruits, vegetables, roots, and
flowers. Their structures are based on a flavan moiety, and
are classified according to the degree of saturation of the pyran
ring (ring C), and further substitution on this ring.

Flavonoids consist of a benzene ring (A) fused to a six-
membered ring (C), which, in the case of the flavonols and
flavones, is a γ-pyran that contains a phenyl group (B) in
position 2 (C-2), and a carbonyl group at C-4. Isoflavonoids
have the phenyl group at C-3. Catechins lack both the carbon-
yl at C-4 and the 2,3-double bond (Fig. 1).

The structural diversity of flavonoids results in a variety of
bioactivities, including anti-inflammatory, antiherpetic,
antiallergic, antibacterial, antimutagenic, anti-thrombosis, an-
tiviral, antioxidant, anticarcinogenic, and vasodilator activities
[1–5]. Flavonoids are also responsible for the color of the
vegetables and fruits, due to anthocyanins, and are associated
with protection against UV and microbial invasion [6, 7].
These effects have been attributed mainly to antioxidant
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activity, which has many applications in the pharmaceutical,
food and agriculture industries.

The role of flavonoids as antioxidants has been the subject
of intense research, both theoretical and experimental, in
recent years [8–11].

The biological activities and pharmaceutical utilities of
these compounds are related to the antioxidant activity due
to their ability to scavenge free radicals. Free radicals are
known to damage biomolecules such as lipids, amino acids,
proteins, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids by oxidative pro-
cesses, resulting in numerous diseases. Oxidative stress is a
phenomenon associated with the imbalance between antioxi-
dants and free radical generation [12].

The molecular basis of the antioxidant properties of flavo-
noids remains unclear to date due to the limited knowledge
both of their intrinsic properties, and of the relationship of
these properties to the structure, as well as the variability of
experimental data generated. Some authors have proposed
that the antioxidant mechanism of flavonoids is based on
processes related to direct and indirect transfer of the hydro-
gen atom to free radicals. Antioxidant activity has been cor-
related to molecular structure, more precisely to the presence
and number of OH groups, and with the effects of conjugation
and electron resonance [13].

In this work, we studied the structure of (+)-catechin,
which belongs to the flavan-3-ols, i.e., one of the five largest
phenolic groups distributed widely in nature. (+)-Catechin is
found mainly in white and red wine, and especially in green
and black tea, together with epicatechin (EC), epigallocate-
chin (EGC), epicatechin gallate, and epigallocatechin gallate
(EGCG), which are responsible for anticarcinogenic activity
[3]. Hydroxylation occurs in positions 3′ and 4′ of the catechol
ring (ring B), and C-5 and C-7 of the resorcinol ring (ring A)
as shown in Fig. 1.

Investigations on this flavonoid have been reported previ-
ously [10, 14–16]. Some properties of catechin were studied
in gas phase, and calculations of reactivity descriptive param-
eters were analyzed, also considering the effect of different
solvents. In general, reports are based on a single conformer
selected by its energy stability. To our knowledge, no study of

the conformational space of this compound has been reported
in the literature. Moreover, no reports on the stability of the
electronic distribution, charge delocalizations effects, and
stereoelectronic effects by atoms in molecules (AIM) theory
and/or natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis have appeared.

According to the literature, the catechol moiety (ring B) is
necessary to enhance the antioxidant activity of most natural
antioxidants but, due to knowledge acquired regarding the
role played by the resorcinol moiety in similar structures
[17–20], we undertook a detailed study aimed at analyzing
the effects of both ring B and ring A.

We also aimed to analyze the stability order, providing an
in depth description of the effects of electron delocalization
operating in these structures.

It is worth mentioning that other authors have reported
variations in the structural, thermochemical and magnetic
properties in various commercial samples, thus revealing the
existence of different conformational mixtures [21]. Indeed,
the difficulty in correlating theoretical and experimental data
because of conformer mixture occurrence in samples (al-
though very pure) makes it necessary to consider the relative
weight of each one. These results highlight the importance of
theoretical studies, and the usefulness of progress in our
detailed knowledge of conformational space.

Furthermore, although the theoretical results of an
isolated molecule are very useful for determining the
intrinsic properties of the system free of any kind of
interaction, such results can be compared with experi-
mental data in only a few cases, since most assays are
performed in solution. Therefore, to be able to make
observations on the structural and intrinsic electronic
properties and, considering that water is the main com-
ponent of physiological fluids, in this study we
reoptimized minimum energy structures obtained in vac-
uum, taking into account the effect of aqueous solvent,
simulated by the polarizable continuum model (PCM)
[22].

Changes in the electronic distribution of (+)-catechin in
aqueous solution were evaluated, and the effects of the solvent
on the intrinsic electronic properties and molecular geometry
were analyzed. Moreover, the molecular electrostatic potential
(MEP) was obtained, and analyzed in depth. The effect of the
aqueous solvent on MEPs was also quantified, and rational-
ized by charge delocalization mechanisms, thus relating
MEPs modifications with structural changes, and topological
properties.

To further analyze the effects of the aqueous solvent, and
the molecular and structural properties in a biological envi-
ronment, polarizabilities were also calculated.

All results were interpreted in terms of the accumulated
knowledge derived from our previous reports on (4α→6″,
2α→O→1″)-phenylflavans [19], which allowed us to enrich
and deepen the analysis of both types of structure.

Fig. 1 Structure of (+)-catechin. The numbering used for the analysis is
shown
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Methods

All computational study was performed by the density func-
tional theory (DFT), as implemented by the Gaussian 03 pack-
age [23]. An analysis of the conformational space using the
Becke 3-parameter hybrid functional and the Lee-Yang-Parr
correlation functional was performed. This combination gave
rise to the method known as B3LYP [24, 25]. The 6-31G (d,p)
basis set was used for all atoms. The reliability of the selected
calculation level has been reported previously [11, 26, 27].

The profiles of the potential energy surfaces were obtained
by performing a rigid scan rotating ring B (setting the dihedral
angle (τ), C3–C2–C1′–C2 ′) around the C2–C1′ bond in steps
of 30°.

Then, taking the minimum energy conformations and the
corresponding transition states, reoptimizations were carried
out with totally relaxed geometries at the same level of theory.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated, and ana-
lyzed at the same level to confirm the presence of true mini-
mum energy structures or transition states, as well as to
perform thermodynamic corrections that are included in all
electronic energies reported.

Chemical bonds were studied and characterized by AIM
theory [28], including NBO analysis [29]. Topological analy-
sis and the evaluation of local properties were performed with
PROAIM software [30] using the wave functions calculated at
B3LYP level, and with the improved 6-311++ G(d,p) base
implemented in the G03 program. NBO analysis was per-
formed at this level.

The lowest energy conformers obtained and selected from
the analysis in gas phase were further reoptimized considering
the effect of solvent by PCM [22] at the same level of theory
[B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)]. The PCM approach considers that the
molecule under study is inside a cavity embedded in a polar-
izable dielectric, allowing solvent modeling by choosing the
proper dielectric constant without the explicit inclusion of
solvent molecules. The polarizable dielectric medium was

The average values of surface area, and cavity volume were
340.201 Å2 and 370.121 Å3, respectively. This model has
proven to be a reliable tool for the description of solute-
solvent electrostatic interactions.

Moreover, the MEP on the van der Waals surface of each
molecule under study was obtained using G03 software, and
displayed by Molekel 4.0 software [31].

Results and discussion

Conformational and structural analysis

The study of the conformational space of (+)-catechin (CTQ)
was progressed from previous knowledge obtained regarding

the most stable conformation of the resorcinol-ring in (4α→
6″, 2α→O→1″)-phenylflavans [18] by fixing the positions of
the hydroxy groups at C-5 and C-7, as shown in Fig. 2. This
conformer was called CT-type. This designation referred to
syn (cis) and anti (trans) configurations of H–O5 and H–O7
bonds relative to C5–C6 and C6–C7 bonds, respectively, in
ring A (resorcinol-type). The average values of the dihedral
angles H–O5–C5–C6 and H–O7–C7–C6 were close to 0°
(cis) or close to 180° (trans). Then, the effects of free rotation
around the C–O bonds of OH substituents on C-5 and C-7
atoms (ring A), C-3′ and C-4′ (ring B), and C-3 (ring C) were
analyzed.

The possible arrangements of the OH groups of the cate-
chol ring allowed the classification of conformers into three
groups, indicated by a, b, c, Therefore, CTQaCT group, in
which the H of the OH group would form an intramolecular
hydrogen bond (HB), was linked to C-4′; the CTQbCT group
in which the H of the OH group would form an intramolecular
HB, was linked to C-3′; and finally, the group known as
CTQcCT with an arrangement of the OH groups that would
not allow the formation of any intramolecular HB in ring B
(Fig. 2).

Groups defined as a and b were characterized by the
hydrogen atom of the OH groups involved in the HB.
According to other authors [9], the structures CTQa and
CTQb type are referred to as monohydrate-syn, and CTQc
type as dihydrate-anti.

The curves obtained by studying the rotation around the
C2–C1′ bond in CTQa, CTQb and CTQc, respectively, are
shown in the Electronic Supplementary Material (Figs. S1–
S3). Optimized coordinates of minima are shown in
Supplementary Tables S1a–S1l.

As reported for (4α→6″, 2α→O→1″)-phenylflavans
substituted with R′ = H and R = H,OH, and OCH3 [17, 18],
our results showed that the free rotation around C-2–C-1′ led
to two types of minima called Z1 and Z2 for each group. We
have previously reported for (4α→6″, 2α→O→1″)-
phenylflavans that Z1-type conformers had the lowest energy,
and were characterized by a C3–C2–C1′–C6′ dihedral angle
of 88.2°. The same angle for Z2-type isomers accounted for
about 0.0°. The angles between the bonds that defined rings C
and E, and their respective lengths were quite similar
for both conformers; and although the C3–C2–C1′ angle
differed by ca. 4.0° for both conformers, Z2 was con-
sidered as a rotamer of Z1 [17, 18]. As mentioned
above, it is interesting to note that, in the gas phase,
similar results were observed for CTQ, as Z1 and Z2
type rotamers were also defined. In this case, the aver-
age values for the C1′–C2–C3–C6′ dihedral angle were
85.5 ° and 1.5°, respectively. The C1–C2–C3′ angle also
differed by about 4.0° for both conformers. No refer-
ence has been found in the literature concerning CTQ
conformers of Z2-type.
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According to the level of calculation, the energy barriers
that related Z1 with Z2 structures were lower than
2 kcal mol−1, as shown in Figs. S1–S3 (see Supplementary
Material). This low value of barrier suggested the coexistence
of both species for the CTQaCTmolecule at room temperature.
The energy difference between Z1 and Z2 conformers led to
relative populations, calculated by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution at 298.15 K, of about 4 % for Z2, while for Z1
relative populations varied between 15 % and 35 % (Table 1).

The most stable conformers for each group, and those that
show the largest relative population were of the Z1 type, with
a τ angle close to 90°, as shown in Table 1. From these, the
most stable structure was the so-called CTQa1CT.

The energy difference between the structures of groups a
and b with respect to c, and the tiny population of the latter,
meant that they were not considered in the deeper study of
electronic distribution, as performed below. Furthermore, the-
se results seemed to indicate the stabilizing influence of the
intramolecular hydrogen bridge (PH) on the catechol ring.

Detailed analysis of such interactions, and changes arising
from the inclusion of an aqueous solvent will be discussed
below (see Intramolecular hydrogen bridge-type interactions
on the catechol ring).

The ± 30° rotation of the angle (τ) around the minimum, in
both species (CTQaCT and CTQbCT) led to two transition
states (TS), TS2 and TS3 associated with the Z2 rotamer,
and two TS (TS1 and TS4) associated with the Z1 rotamer
(Figs. S1–S3).

Effect of aqueous solvent on conformational and structural
analysis

Including the aqueous solvent by PCM model modified the
conformational space. Indeed, the reoptimization of the min-
imum energy structures found in vacuum always led to Z1
rotamers, which can be explained on the basis of the high
instability of Z2 rotamers in vacuum. Therefore, the confor-
mational space was reduced to two conformers for each group
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Fig. 2 Structures optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of the most stable conformers for a CTQaCT , b CTQbCT and c CTQcCT

Table 1 Energy calculated at B3LYP/6-31G (d,p) theory level corrected by zero point energy (ZPE), and characteristic τ dihedral angle, for different
minimum energy conformers obtained for CTQaCT, CTQbCT and CTQcCT in the gas phase

Conformer Rotamer τ angle Energy (kcal mol−1) ΔE a (kcal mol−1) ΔE b (kcal mol−1) Relative population c

CTQa1 Z1 82.73 −647,025.9689 0.00 0.00 35.09

CTQa3 Z2 176.02 −647,024.2614 1.71 1.71 1.96

CTQa2 Z1 272.52 −647,025.4870 0.48 0.48 15.55

CTQa4 Z2 359.81 −647,024.6586 1.31 1.31 3.84

CTQb1 Z1 84.92 −647,025.6576 0.31 0.00 20.74

CTQb3 Z2 185.84 −647,023.9533 2.02 1.70 1.17

CTQb2 Z1 276.03 −647,025.6288 0.34 0.03 19.76

CTQb4 Z2 357.98 −647,024.2225 1.75 1.44 1.84

CTQc1 Z1 83.64 −647,021.7915 4.18 0.00 0.03

CTQc3 Z2 176.89 −647,020.2943 5.67 1.50 0.00

CTQc2 Z1 270.20 −647,021.4000 4.57 0.39 0.02

CTQc4 Z2 348.21 −647,020.3577 5.61 1.43 0.00

a Energy difference relative to the most stable conformer
b Energy difference relative to the most stable conformer in each group
c Relative Population percentage calculated by Boltzmann, expressed in %
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(CTQa1CT, CTQa2CT, CTQb1CT, CTQb2CT, CTQc1CT and
Qc2CT) (Fig. 3).

As expected, all structures were more stable in solution
than in gas phase, and on average the energy difference for the
structures in aqueous solvent and in vacuum was
14.0 kcal mol−1, as shown in Table 2. The analysis showed
that the most stable structure was CTQb, and the relative
energies with respect to the other conformers were reduced
in solution. For (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan substitut-
ed with R = OH, the energy difference for the structures in
aqueous solvent and in vacuum was 22.0 kcal mol−1 [19].
These results indicated the lesser stabilization in solution of
CTQ with respect to the (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan
substituted with R = OH.

Structural parameters of the structures optimized in solu-
tion showed small changes with respect to the values in
vacuum (see Table S2 in Supplementary Material).

The bond lengths of the C–H, C–C and O–H bonds in-
creased in solution (≈ 0.002 Å), while C–O bond lengths
usually decreased. The maximum variation occurred in the
bond containing the oxygen that was the hydrogen acceptor in
HB, which decreased by 0.006 Å. The C–O bond containing
the hydrogen donor oxygen in HB increased slightly
(0.002 Å). The C–H bonds of ring A showed no variation.
The O–H–C–C dihedral angles varied in ring B up to 4.1°, and
in ring A only up to 0.6°, so that in both instances the OH
bonds were arranged closer to the plane of each ring.
Analyzing the behavior of ring A in (4α→6″, 2α→O→1″)-
phenylflavan substituted with R = OH, a higher variation was
found in solution (C–O bonds decreased up to 0.008 Å;
lengthening of O–H, C–H, and C–C bonds up to 0.006 Å,
0.002 Å, and 0.020 Å, respectively) [19]. It is interesting to
relate the lower degree of bond length shortening in solution
for CTQ to the shortening found in (4α→6″, 2α→O→1″)-

phenylflavan substituted with R = OH, with the lowest stabi-
lization in solution reported for CTQ.

For CTQ, a difference of up to 14.0° in dihedral angles that
defined the position of ring B with respect to the A-C conju-
gated system (C3–C2–C1′–C2′ and C3–C2, C1′–C6′ dihedral
angles) was observed. For (4α→6″, 2α→O→1″)-
phenylflavan substituted with R = OH, variations in these
dihedral angles were less than 2.0°. Therefore, it can be
concluded that in CTQ, solvent affected mostly the position
of ring B relative to the A-C system, and modified the position
of the OH groups on this ring, without influencing the
resorcinol-type ring.

Energy differences between all possible conformations of
the resorcinol ring with respect to the most stable one (CT type
conformer) are shown in Table 3. Thus, as already demon-
strated for (4α→6″, 2α→O→1″)-phenylflavans [18], the CT-
type arrangement of the resorcinol ring in CTQwas the lowest
energy conformation. Similar results were found in solution.
A solvent attenuated energy difference between conformers
was also observed.

Topology of the electronic charge density function

From analysis of the topology of the molecular charge density
(ρ), relevant information can be extracted about the molecular
structure, whose main characteristics are summarized in the
curvatures of the molecular charge density at critical points
(CPs). AIM theory [28] is based on the analysis of these CPs
[32, 33]. At such points, the gradient of the electron density
∇ρ is zero and is characterized by three eigenvalues, λi (i=1–
3) of the Hessian matrix. The CPs are named and classified as
(r, s) according to their rank, r (number of nonzero eigen-
values), and signature, s (algebraic sum of the signs of the
three eigenvalues). The various properties evaluated at bond

Fig. 3 Structures reoptimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level in aqueous solution by the polarizable continuum model (PCM) model of the most stable
conformers. a CTQaCT (CTQa1CT and CTQa2CT). b CTQbCT (CTQb1CT and Qb2CT). c CTQcCT (CTQc1CT and CTQc2CT)
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critical points [BCP, CP (3, −1)] constitute a powerful tool to
classify a given chemical structure.

Negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix (λ1 and λ2,
respectively) measure the degree of contraction of ρ in the
normal direction of the bond to the PC, while a positive
eigenvalue (e.g., λ3) gives a quantitative indication of the
degree of contraction parallel to the bond, and from the PC
to each of the neighboring nuclei.

When the positive eigenvalue is dominant, the electron
density is concentrated locally at each atomic basin. The
interaction is classified as a closed shell and is typical in ionic
bonds, hydrogen bonds, and van der Waals interactions. This
interaction is described by relatively low values of ρb, ∇2ρb >
0 and |λ1|/λ3 < 1 and Gb > 1.

As supplementary material, the values of the electron
charge density (ρb), Laplacian of the charge density (∇2ρb),
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix (λ1, λ2 and λ3), ellipticity
(ε), kinetic energy density (Gb), and │λ1│/λ3 and Gb/ρb rela-
tionships are shown in the BCP for all chemical bonds ex-
pected for the lowest energy Z1-type conformers of CTQa1
and CTQb1 both in gas phase, and simulating the presence of

an aqueous solvent. Variations of these parameters in solution
were expressed as percentage differences calculated from:

%Δx ¼ x solutionð Þ−x vacuumð Þ
x vacuumð Þ � 100

Through the analysis of the BCP, all C–C and C–H bonds
of rings A and B of the analyzed conformers were character-
ized by a high value of ρb, ∇2ρb < 0, │ λ1│/λ3 >1 and Gb/ρb <
1, meaning that the negative curvature predominated, and the
electronic charge was concentrated locally in the interatomic
region, leading to the characterization of a typically polar
covalent interaction.

As the C8a–O1 bond showed a high value of ρb and ∇2ρb <
0, but│ λ1│/λ3 <1 and Gb/ρb > 1, it was classified as an
intermediate polar covalent interaction. This classification
was due to an increased positive eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix. This behavior is typical of C–O bonds in pyran rings,
where the C atom is also sp2 hybridized, as reported for (4α→
6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R = OH [18].

The characteristics of the interactions described so far were
not affected significantly by the inclusion of solvent effect, but
changes were found in critical points (3, −3) or nuclear critical
points (NCP) in solution. Regarding the aromatic hydrogen
atoms, there was a decrease in electron density in NCP, which
did not exceed 1%.However, the NCP values of the hydrogen
atoms of the hydroxyls decreased by up to 4 % with respect to
those in gas phase.

These changes were remarkable in relation to the character-
istics of theMEP, as discussed below (Fig. 5). Interestingly, the
values of the NCP electron density of the aromatic hydrogen of
(4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R = OH
decreased in the range 0.7–1.2 %, while for the hydrogens of
the OH groups the value decreased by up to 7.3 % [19]. At this
point, we emphasize the lower density decrease in CTQNCPs,

Table 2 Energy calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G (d,p) level of theory corrected by ZPE, and characteristic τ dihedral angle, for different conformers of
minimum energy obtained for CTQaCT, CTQbCT and CTQcCT in aqueous solution simulated by the polarizable continuum model (PCM) model

Conformer τ angle Energy (kcal mol−1) ΔE a (kcal mol−1) ΔE b (kcal mol−1) ΔE c (kcal mol−1) Relative populationd

CTQa1CT 76.72 −647,039.508 13.54 0.07 0.00 30.22

CTQa2CT 258.64 −647,039.160 13.67 0.42 0.35 16.78

CTQb1CT 77.20 −647,039.202 13.53 0.37 0.37 18.04

CTQb2CT 258.01 −647,039.575 13.54 0.00 0.00 33.85

CTQc1CT 76.35 −647,037.299 15.51 2.28 0.00 0.72

CTQc2CT 258.81 −647,036.932 15.53 2.64 0.37 0.39

a Solution-vacuum energy difference
b Energy difference relative to the most stable conformer
c Energy difference relative to the most stable conformer in each group
d Percent relative population calculated by Boltzmann, expressed in %

Table 3 Energy calculated at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
corrected by ZPE for the different possible conformations of resorcinol
ring in gas and aqueous phase of CTQa. Values are expressed in kcal
mol−1

Conformer ΔEvacuuma ΔEsolution
a

Energyb −647025.969 −647039.575
CTQaCT 0.00 0.00

CTQaCC 0.75 0.12

CTQaTC 1.21 0.99

CTQaTT 1.28 0.98

a Energy difference respect to the most stable conformer
b Energy of the most stable conformer at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of
theory corrected by zero point energy (ZPE)
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and relate this behavior with the lower stabilization of CTQ in
solution than that reported for (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-
phenylflavan substituted with R = OH [18].

Another parameter of interest is the ellipticity (ε),
−

negative curvatures of a BCP. In a bond with cylindrical
symmetry, these two curvatures are of equal magnitude,
and ellipticity is zero. However, when the electronic
charge is accumulated in a given plane, along the bond
path (for example, in a π bond), the decrease rate of ρ
along the axis that lies in this plane is smaller than
along an axis perpendicular to it, and the magnitude of
the corresponding curvature of ρ is smaller. In this case
ellipticity is greater than zero.

Topological properties at BCP in CTQa1CT conformers
and CTQb1CT conformers in vacuum and in aqueous solution
are given in Tables S3a and S3b.

Both in gas phase and in solution, the average value of
ellipticity (ε) was greater in ring A than in ring B, as reported
for (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R =
OH.

In aqueous solution, the ellipticity of ring B decreased up to
4.5 %, (ellipticity of ring A up to 2.5 %). This also indicated a
greater solvent effect on ring B in CTQ. In (4α→6″,2α→O→
1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R = OH a similar behavior
was found, but the ellipticity decrease in ring A was
more marked (up to 5.3 %) . The minor decrease in
ellipticity of resorcinol ring bonds shown in CTQ with
respect to the values reported for (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-
phenylflavan substituted with R = OH, was also pro-
posed as an interesting marker of lower stabilization in
solution.

NBO analysis

Molecular orbital theory can report successfully on various
properties of chemical systems using delocalized molecular
orbitals, and requires approaches including electron correla-
tion as well as a large enough basis set. Indeed, NBO analysis
[29] is a technique for obtaining localized orbitals from ab
initio wave functions. These orbitals can be identified with
bonds, lone pairs, and antibonds. In simple terms, the
delocalized molecular orbitals comprising an ab initio
wave function are converted into NBOs through a series
of matrix transformations. Transforming the ab initio
wave functions into localized natural orbitals defines
representations that are in good agreement with the
concepts of Lewis chemical structure. Moreover, the
overall transformation to NBOs also leads to unoccu-
pied orbitals in the Lewis formal structure that can be
used in the description of non-covalent effects.

For each donor NBO (i) and acceptor NBO (j), the
second order stabilization energy (E(2)) associated with

i/j delocalization was estimated using the following
expression:

E 2ð Þ ¼ −ni
F2
ij

ε j−εi

where ni is the occupation or population of the donor orbital i;
εi and εj are the energies of the orbitals involved in the
interaction, and Fi,j is the element i,j of the Fock matrix.

NBO analysis thus allowed us to investigate the main
hyperconjugative interactions involved in the stability of the
different conformers studied. The sum of the second order
stabilization energies E(2), which described the charge delo-
calization effects, and explained the greater stability of Z1
compared to Z2 rotamers, is shown in Table 4.

In this table, the important role of electronic charge trans-
fers to and from the ring C bonds in stabilizing both rotamers,
as well as LP transfers from O3 and O atoms of this ring, was
observed. These results demonstrated, as in (4α→6″,2α→
O→1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R = OH [19], that, in
spite of being a non-planar structure, ring B was not indepen-
dent of ring A, and there were specific mechanisms of charge
delocalization that defined interactions between rings A, C,
and B.

Because of the greater stability of Z1 compared to Z2
rotamers, we selected the four structures of Z1-type rotamers
belonging to groups CTQa and CTQb for further analysis.

NBO analysis allowed us to describe charge delocaliza-
tions explaining the energy ordering shown in Table 1
(CTQa1CT > CTQb1CT > CTQb2CT > CTQa2CT, in order of
decreasing stability), as indicated in Table 5.

These transfers account for charge delocalizations occur-
ring in ring B, thus indicating the relevance of this region for
stabilizing the system. However, looking at compound
CTQb2, the sum values of these transfers did not follow the
trend. According to Table 5, the highest delocalization in ring
B was reported for this structure; however, it was not stable.
These results could be explained by observing that the sub-
stituent at 5-position of CTQb2 was located away from the
plane defined by ring A (see H5–O5–C5–C6 dihedral angle in
Table 5), thus decreasing all charge delocalization associated
with that group. Therefore, our results indicated that, in
CTQb2, there was a destabilizing structural factor in another
region of the system, which counteracted the greater delocal-
ization found in the region of ring B, and explained the
energetic stabilization order, CTQa1 > CTQb1 > CTQb2 >
CTQa2.

It is also interesting to note that the predominant resonance
structure for CTQb1 was different from those obtained for the
other conformers, as indicated by NBO analysis (see
Figure S4 in Supplementary Material).

The modification introduced by the solvent in the CTQ
conformational space led to the following order of decreasing
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stability: CTQb2 > CTQa1 > CTQb1 > CTQa2 according to
Table 2. The second order energies E(2) associated with the
charge transfers that explained this ordering are shown in
Table 6. Again, we observed the important role of charge
delocalizations occurring in ring B. Moreover, the substituent
at 5-position was no longer a destabilizing factor, since in
solution the OH group approached the plane of ring A (see
H5–O5–C5–C6 dihedral angle in Table 6).

Molecular electrostatic potential

MEP values have been used widely to predict the behavior
and reactivity of a variety of chemical systems [34–38]. As
other physicochemical parameters used as indicators of reac-
tivity, the electrostatic potential V(r) is a physical property that
can be determined both experimentally and by computational
methods. The calculation of this physicochemical property on
the molecular surface, and subsequent visualization by a color
code, allows a different view of molecular behavior.

In this work, the procedure proposed by Politzer et al. [38]
to predict sites susceptible to electrophilic attack in the region

of negative values of V(r) was used. The most stable structures
according to prior analysis in gas phase and in aqueous
solution were studied. Our results showed that the sites more
susceptible to electrophilic attack were located on oxygen
atoms (Figs. 4, 5).

Comparing the maximum and minimum V(r) values in
both media, the highest value (positive) showed an average
increase of 37 % in solution, while the lowest (negative) value
decreased by 21 % on average. These values showed a higher
CTQ reactivity in aqueous solution (Table 7). These variations
were lower than those observed for (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-
phenylflavan substituted with R = OH [19] [positive values
increased by 46 %, while the negative V(r) values decreased
31 %].

It is interesting to note that the lower V(r) variation for
CTQ [than for (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan substitut-
ed with R = OH] in an aqueous mediumwith respect to values
in vacuum, was consistent with its lower energy stabilization
in aqueous solution.

The increase in the V(r) positive value on the hydroxyl
hydrogen atoms of the catechol and resorcinol rings in solution

Table 4 Second order energies
associated with charge transfers
that account for the increased sta-
bility of Z1 against Z2 rotamers in
gas phase, calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory. Values are expressed in
kcal mol−1

CTQa CTQb

Z1 Z2 Z1 Z2

Donor Acceptor CTQa1 CTQa2 CTQa3 CTQa4 CTQb1 CTQb2 CTQb3 CTQb4

σO-C2 σ*C1′-C2′ 1.87 2.04 1.60 1.46 1.87 1.88 1.20 1.42

σC2-C1′ σ*C8a-O 2.43 2.47 2.44 2.43 2.44 2.45 2.43 2.44

σ*C2-C3 0.67 0.65 0.60 0.61 0.66 0.67 0.63 0.60

σ*C3-C4 1.51 1.54 1.25 1.26 1.52 1.53 1.27 1.26

∑ 4.61 4.66 4.29 4.30 4.62 4.65 4.33 4.30

1nO3 5.27 4.60 5.11 4.61 5.23 5.17 5.17 5.20

2nO3 14.15 14.33 13.69 13.55 14.10 13.95 13.88 13.69

∑ 19.43 18.83 18.80 18.16 19.33 19.12 19.05 18.89

1nO σ*C8a-C8 0.51

σ*C8a-C4a 6.87 6.94 6.73 6.73 6.90 6.91 6.74 6.72

σ*C2-C3 2.01 2.14 1.78 1.74 2.02 2.08 1.77 1.77

∑ 8.88 9.08 8.51 8.47 8.92 8.99 8.51 8.49

1nO σ* C2-C1′ 0.98 1.02 0.93 0.91 0.99 0.99 0.86 0.91

∑TOTAL 35.77 35.63 34.13 33.30 35.73 35.63 33.95 34.01

Table 5 Second order energies
associated with charge transfers to
explain the order of stability of Z1
conformers for CTQa and CTQb;
calculated at the B3LYP/6-
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory. Values are expressed in
kcal mol−1

Donor Acceptor CTQa1 CTQb1 CTQb2 CTQa2

1nO3′/O4′ σ*O4′–H/O3′–H 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.97

σO4′–H/O3′–H σ*C4′–C5′/C2′–C3′ 5.51 5.55 5.58 5.51

σO3′–H/O4′–H σ*C3′–C4′ 3.94 3.89 3.90 3.90

1nO4′/O3′ σ*C3′–C4′ 6.28 6.27 6.26 6.27

∑ 16.71 16.67 16.72 16.65

H5–O5–C5–C6 dihedral angle 1.779 1.670 2.173 2.006
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can be observed in Fig. 4. This modification can be rational-
ized based on the largest donor character of such O–H bonds
with respect to gas phase, as shown in Table 8, and the major
decrease in NCP density of the hydrogens of these bonds.

By comparing Tables 5 and 6, the effect of solvent on the
charge transfers associated with the lone pairs of the O-3′ and
O-4′ oxygen atoms was different. Indeed, in solution, the
1nO3′,O4′ → σ*O-H charge transfer was greater than that found
in vacuum (increases), while the 1nO4′,O3′ → σ*C3-C4 charge
transfer decreased (increase of 5.4 %, and decrease of 0.2 %
on average).

On the other hand, the charge transfers from the O-1
oxygen atom of ring C decreased in solution. In CTQa1, for
example, the decrease expressed as the percentage difference
for 1,2nO1 → σ*, π* transfers was −2.5 % [ΔSolvent-Vacuum =
(35.03–35.94) kcal mol−1].

A greater surface corresponding to the negative potential
on the oxygen atoms, whose donor role was lowered in
solution, is shown in Fig. 5. This could indicate increased
reactivity at these sites for electrophilic aromatic substitution
reactions. In cases where the donor role increased, the oppo-
site was observed. Therefore, the V(r) negative values can be
interpreted from the donor role of the oxygen lone pairs.

Intramolecular hydrogen bond interactions in the catechol ring

The occurrence of hydrogen bonding (HB) in catechol rings
has been widely reported [9, 27, 39].

In CTQ, at the level of calculation used, we found the
following distances and angles: for CTQa, O3′⋯H4′
2.126 Å, O4′–H4′ 0.969 Å, lengthening of O4′–H4′ by
0.003 Å, O4′⋯O3′ 2.677 Å, and the angle O3′⋯H4′–O4′ =
114.53°; for CTQb, O4′⋯H3′ 2.128 Å, O3′–H3′ 0.969 Å,
lengthening of O3′–H3′ by 0.003 Å, O3′⋯O4′ 2.680 Å and
the angle O4′⋯H3′–O3′ = 114.51°. Therefore, following the-
se geometrical criteria, the existence of HB-type interactions
can be characterized as weak hydrogen bonds (bond lengths
A⋯H >> X–H, lengthening of X–H (Å) ≤0.01, distance
(X⋯A) range (Å) = 3.0–4.0, distance (H⋯A) range (Å) =
2.0–3.0 and θ(X–H⋯A) range (°) = 90–180, where A desig-
nates the acceptor atom and X designates the donor atom
[40]).

NBO analysis showed the existence of a 1nO → σ*O-H
charge transfer between the lone pairs of the oxygen atom
and the antibonding orbital of the hydroxyl, which is more
effective in CTQa than in CTQb. Indeed, the values of the
second order stabilization energy E(2) were 0.98 and
0.96 kcal mol−1, respectively (Table 5), which were in agree-
ment with the shortest distance for the first structure, and
therefore, its greatest strength, and consequent major structural
stabilization.

Even when using AIM analysis, it was not possible to
confirm the existence of BCPs in the O⋯H region. Our results
indicate, according to previous findings, the presence of HB-
type interactions in ring B of CTQa and CTQb, confirming
that the greater stability of the two conformers compared to

Table 6 Second order energies
associated with charge transfers to
explain the order of stability of Z1
conformers for CTQa and CTQb;
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++
G(d,p) level of theory, consider-
ing the solvent effect by PCM
model. Values are expressed in
kcal mol−1

Donor Acceptor CTQb2 CTQa1 CTQb1 CTQa2

1nO3′/O4′ σ*O4′–H/O3′–H 1.04 1.03 1.01 1.02

σO4′–H/O3′–H σ*C4′–C5′/C2′–C3′ 5.61 5.52 5.55 5.51

σO3′–H/O4′–H σ*C3′–C4′ 4.10 4.13 4.10 4.11

1nO4′/O3′ σ*C3′–C4′ 6.26 6.26 6.25 6.26

∑ 17.01 16.94 16.91 16.90

H5–O5–C5–C6 dihedral angle 1.622 1.633 1.641 1.655

Fig. 4 Maps of molecular
electrostatic potential (MEP) for
minimum energy structures of the
CTQa and CTQb groups,
showing the change in the
positive V(r) on the H atoms of
hydroxyls. Solid arrows Behavior
in vacuum, dotted arrows
behavior in aqueous solution
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CTQc was due to the presence of intramolecular BH interac-
tions in the catechol ring. The stabilizing effect of character-
ized HB-type interactions, estimated by calculating the energy
difference between conformers belonging to CTQa and CTQb
groups, and the structurally similar structure belonging to the
CTQc group is shown in Table 9.

The presence of solvent slightly affected HB-type interac-
tions. The O⋯H distances did not vary appreciably (de-
creased by 0.01 % on average). The O⋯H–O angle decreased
on average by 0.3 %. The 1nO → σ*O-H charge transfer
increased on average by 5.4 % (Table 6). NBO analysis
showed that this transfer was slightly more effective in
CTQb than in CTQa, being second-order stabilization energy
values E(2)=1.04 and 1.03 kcal mol−1, respectively.

By studying such interactions under the influence of an
aqueous solvent, an energy difference of 2.25 kcal mol−1 was
observed on average between the structures with a hydrogen
bridge in the catechol ring (CTQa and CTQb), and those
without one (CTQc). The minor difference found in solution,
despite the stronger HBs, was due to the fact that CTQc
structures showed an increased stabilization (about
2.0 kcal mol−1) in the presence of the aqueous solvent
(Table 2).

As already shown [18] for intramolecular C–O⋯H inter-
actions, MEP analysis enabled us to identify easily and effi-
ciently the presence of intramolecular HB type interactions; in
this case for the structure of CTQ the presence of O⋯H–O
intramolecular HB in the catechol ring. Indeed, the value of
V(r) on the O atom involved in the HB bond (atom belonging
to the hydrogen acceptor moiety) became less negative
(greater) than the V(r) of the atom that was not involved in

this interaction (e.g., ΔO3′–O4′ = ca. 17.0 kcal mol−1). The
positive V(r) value on the HB hydrogen atom of O⋯H
(belonging to the hydrogen donor moiety) became more neg-
ative (lower) than on another hydrogen of the OH group (e.g.,
ΔH≠4′–H4′ = ca. 33.0 kcal mol−1). The V(r) value on the atom of
the donor moiety decreased, while the V(r) value on the
acceptor moiety increased. These variations were more pro-
nounced in solution, which agreed with the greatest strength
of the HB being found in aqueous medium (Fig. 6).

Molecular polarizability

The values of molecular isotropic polarizability are important
as indicators of the solubility and chemical reactivity of the
molecules under study. Isotropic polarizability is a measure of
electronic distortion in a molecule, caused by an external
electric field, and is a good indicator of how the electric charge
distribution of a molecule is affected [41].

In this paper, calculations of the polarizability 〈α〉
(Table 10) for CTQ were performed according to the follow-
ing expression:

Fig. 5 MEPmaps for the CTQb2
structure, showing the change in
the V(r) negative value on the
oxygen atoms due to the inclusion
of the solvent effect. Solid arrows
Values in vacuum, dotted arrows
values in aqueous solution

Table 7 Variation (Δ) of the maxima and minima V(r) electrostatic
potential when considering the inclusion of the solvent effect by PCM
model. Values are expressed in kcal mol−1

Vmax Vmin

Vacuum 70.69 −57.66
Solution 97.48 −69.93
Δ (%) 37.91 21.28

Table 8 Second order energies associated with the charge transfers of the
OH groups of the most stable structures in vacuum and in aqueous
solution, calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Values
are expressed in kcal mol−1

Donor CTQa1 CTQb2

Vacuum Solution Δ (%) Vacuum Solution Δ (%)

O3′-H/O4′-H 3.94 4.13 4.82 3.90 4.10 5.13

O4′-H/O3′-H 5.51 5.52 0.18 5.58 5.61 0.54

O5-H 4.42 4.51 2.04 4.41 4.51 2.27

O7-H 5.15 5.16 0.19 5.15 5.16 0.19
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where tensor components were obtained from the second
derivative of the energy with respect to the Cartesian compo-
nents of the applied electric field ε, α=[∂2E/∂ε2]. To take into



account the weight of the 12 different conformers analyzed,
the mean statistically value was calculated by Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of the polarizability at 298.15 K, as
the following expression:

This value was 175.88 a.u., indicating the soluble nature in
polar solvents, and its ability to polarize other atoms and
molecules. The value found for <α> in (4α→6″,2α→O→
1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R = OH was 222.24 a.u.
[19]. It is interesting to note the increased polarizability of
CTQc conformers, which explained their greater stabilization
in solution.

These results led to the observation that the lower CTQ
stabilization in aqueous solution could be explained by a
lower <α> value.

Conclusions

This study of the conformational space of catechin analyzed
and characterized in vacuum 12 CT-type conformers, which

were classified into three defined groups by the arrangement
of the OH groups of ring B (CTQa1CT > CTQb1CT >
CTQb2CT > CTQa2CT > CTQc1CT > CTQc2CT, accounting
for decreasing stability). Moreover, for each group, two types
of structure (Z1 and Z2) were further characterized according
to ring B arrangement. Including long range effect of aqueous
solvent by the PCM model, the conformational space was
modified (CTQb2CT > CTQa1CT > CTQb1CT > CTQa2CT >
CTQc1CT > CTQc2CT, in decreasing stability order), and the
set reduced to only six Z1-type conformers.

We concluded that long-range solvent effects lead to a
lengthening of all bonds except C–O bonds and that OH
substituents are arranged closer to the plane of the rings to
which they were attached. Moreover, solvent affected mostly
the position of ring B relative to the A-C system, and modified
the position of the OH groups of that ring, without influencing
the resorcinol-type ring. The solvent also attenuated the ener-
gy difference between conformers.

Table 9 Energy difference (kcal mol−1) in gas phase and in aqueous
solution between conformers belonging to CTQa and CTQb groups with
a similar arrangement of ring B, and the corresponding structures of the
CTQc group, in which there is no intramolecular HB

Vacuum Solution

X CTQa CTQb CTQa CTQb

Δ CTQc1-X1 4.18 3.87 2.21 1.90

Δ CTQc3-X3 3.97 3.66

Δ CTQc2-X2 4.09 4.23 2.23 2.64

Δ CTQc4-X4 4.30 3.86

Average 4.13 3.90 2.22 2.27

Fig. 6 MEPmaps for the CTQa1
structure, showing the change in
the positive V(r) value on H
atoms, and O of hydroxyls
whether involved in an
intramolecular hydrogen bridge
(HB) or not. Solid arrows Values
in vacuum, dotted arrows values
in aqueous solution

Table 10 Polarizability values for all CTQ conformers calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in gas phasea

Conformer αxx αyy αzz <α>

CTQa1 250.14 170.00 107.39 175.84

CTQa3 247.26 187.14 91.31 175.24

CTQa2 256.19 171.52 100.36 176.02

CTQa4 250.95 181.55 93.71 175.41

CTQb1 256.60 166.56 104.88 176.01

CTQb3 250.77 176.75 99.00 175.51

CTQb2 252.59 170.03 105.18 175.93

CTQb4 249.23 182.16 94.65 175.35

CTQc1 252.08 170.64 106.72 176.48

CTQc3 248.62 186.33 92.63 175.86

CTQc2 254.90 172.90 101.93 176.57

CTQc4 251.24 189.91 86.62 175.92

a All values are expressed in a.u.
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We characterized all bonding interactions and concluded
that the BCP topological parameters were not affected signif-
icantly by the inclusion of the solvent effect, but changes were
observed in critical points (3, −3) or NCPs and in ellipticity (ε)
values. A major decrease of ε was found in ring B, thus
indicating a greater long-range effect of solvent on ring B of
CTQ.

Despite being a non-planar structure, it was concluded that
the charge delocalizations in CQToccurring in ring B indicate
that it is not independent of ring A, thus highlighting the
importance of this region of the system for stabilization
thereof.

Sites more susceptible to electrophilic attack were located
on the oxygen atoms, and the higher reactivity of CTQ in
aqueous solution was also demonstrated. It was concluded
that the changes in donor character of the O–H bonds, the
NCP density of their hydrogen atoms and the donor role of the
lone pairs of the oxygen atoms, correlated with changes in the
positive V(r) values on hydrogens of the hydroxyls belonging
to catechol and resorcinol rings and in the negative V(r) values
on oxygen atoms in solution.

Intramolecular HB interactions in the catechol moiety, at
the level of calculation, can be characterized by geometric
criteria, NBO analysis, and MEP study. The presence of
solvent affected the interactions slightly, increasing their
strength.

We concluded that the polarizability of CQT was lower
than that obtained for (4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan
substituted with R = OH, and this explained the lower stabi-
lization of CTQ in solution. Furthermore, we concluded that
this lower stabilization of CTQ in solution with respect to
(4α→6″,2α→O→1″)-phenylflavan substituted with R = OH
was associated with the following long range solvent effects:

– Minor lengthening of C–C, C–H, and O–H bonds.
– Less shortening of C–O bonds.
– Minor decrease in NCP electron density of hydrogen

atoms.
– Minor decrease in bond ellipticity of resorcinol-type

rings.
– Less variation in MEPs.

Work considering explicit solvation effects is in progress.
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